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ABSTRACT
Advances in perception and artificial intelligence technology are expected to lead to seamless interaction between humans and robots. Trust in robots has been evolving from the theory on trust in automation, with a fundamental difference: unlike traditional automation, robots could adjust their behaviors depending on how their human counterparts appear to be trusting them or how humans appear to be trustworthy. In this extended abstract I present my research on methods for processing trust in the particular context of interactions between a driver and an automated vehicle, which has the goal of achieving higher safety and performance standards for the team formed by those human and robotic agents.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Trust—defined by Lee and See as “the attitude that an agent will help achieve an individual’s goals in a situation characterized by uncertainty and vulnerability” [16]—is a topic that has recently received considerable attention from the HRI community [17]. Trust mediates how two or more humans interact, and similarly affects how humans interact with robots or automated systems [11]. With the advance of HRI techniques, robots are expected to understand humans’ behaviors that reflect trust, and adapt their own actions to better calibrate trust while they interact with those humans.

Trust in HRI has evolved from the existing large body of research on trust in the aviation and industrial processes control domains. Researchers have been trying to understand the trust-related phenomena and to model the dynamics of trust [10]. Their focus lies on: investigating the factors that influence trust; how trust evolves over time; and identifying perceivable human behaviors that reflect trust [17].

Given the high expectations regarding the development and wide use of automated vehicles (AV), the context of driver–AV interaction is particularly important, presenting research challenges with great potential for impact in safety, and AVs technology. Considering the focus on this particular HRI context, my long term research goal is to solve trust related problems that emerge when people interact with robots. To that end, my research focuses on two core questions:

• RQ 1 - How can an AV measure, process and influence a driver’s trust (in that same AV) in order to avoid inadequate and risky reliance on the AV’s capabilities, improving the driver–AV team’s overall safety and performance (i.e.: how to avoid disuse and misuse of the AV, which are caused by trust miscalibration [16])?
• RQ 2 - Could an AV assess its own trust in the driver by observing that driver’s capabilities over time? If so, can this “artificial” trust be used to better switch the driving control between the driver and the AV in different driving situations?

Therefore, my research proposes new methods that allow AVs to autonomously estimate and process both the driver’s trust in the AV and the AV’s trust in the human, in the hopes of ultimately improving their team-like collaboration.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Trust in Automation and Trust in Robots
Trust in automation is a well established topic in the fields of supervisory control and human factors engineering [14, 15, 20, 23] that has evolved from studies on interpersonal trust development [5, 21]. A common trust-related issue that potentially affects the interaction between humans and machines is *trust miscalibration* [7]. Trust miscalibration occurs when a user’s trust levels are not adequate to the capabilities of the automation in use. Users can be: undertrusting the automation—when they do not use the functionalities that the machine can perform correctly because of a lack of trust; or overtrusting the automation—when, due to an excess of trust, they use the machine in situations where its capabilities are not adequate. Trust quantification [13, 20] and modeling [10, 12, 25] are especially useful for real-time detection of trust miscalibration.

As automated systems naturally evolve into robots [9], the theory on trust in automation can be extended to also characterize trust in robots. The traditional tool-operator paradigm is expected to change to a teammate-teammate paradigm, where the human and
the robot will assume the trustor and trustee positions, and vice-versa. With this transition, robots will be expected to process trust, to understand their human teammates’ behaviors and to adapt their own autonomously generated actions in order for them to achieve better interaction as a team. Additionally, the teammate-teammate paradigm for HRI is likely to benefit from the establishment of robots’ trust in their human counterparts. The development of trust-processing robots should fundamentally change the traditional approach for understanding and analyzing trust in automation.

### 2.2 Driver-AV Interaction Particularities

AVs are expected to become ubiquitous in the future as they promise to improve fuel efficiency and reduce traffic accidents. Trust in AVs is one of the main factors that influence AV adoption [3, 8]. AVs have specific characteristics that make the study of trust in driver-AV interaction challenging. For instance, people have become comfortable driving “manually” for decades, and sometimes will refuse to use self-driving capabilities—such as cruise control, automatic lane keeping or lane departure warning—because they do not understand how those capabilities work, or what are their advantages and limitations [2, 16]. Additionally, drivers usually share control with AVs, establishing a specific type of team collaboration. As in any other team, the driver and the AV must understand each other, and possibly predict intentions or control behaviors without creating vehicular instability nor increasing risks of accident.

### 3 My Prior Work

My previous research efforts sought to reduce the occurrence of trust miscalibration in the driver-AV interaction context. Consistent with RQ 1, my solution approach consisted in characterizing the driver’s trust as a dynamic variable to be processed and controlled by the AV. This control engineering-based solution required the ability to estimate and to calibrate trust in real time. The lack of methods for trust estimation and calibration in the driver-AV context characterized research gaps that I have worked on to fill.

Although some work had been done in the problem of estimating human’s trust in a robot [1, 18], no method was entirely appropriate for the driver-AV context. The challenge was to combine sensors to monitor the driver’s behaviors that were adequate to be used in the vehicular environment with mathematical models representing the dynamics of trust over the interactions between the driver and the AV. A new estimation method was developed, which consisted of processing observable variables representing the behaviors of drivers and matching them with their self-reported levels of trust. The method relied on a Kalman filter-based solution that fused real-time data from an eye-tracking device, from the drivers’ usage rate of the AV’s self-driving functions, and their performance on a non-driving related task (NDRT). Experiments with a simulated SAE level 3 automated driving systems (ADS) provided the data used for model fitting. Eventually, using the estimation method, the AV was able to assess how much trust the drivers had in the AV’s capabilities, based on how the drivers appeared to be splitting their attention between the driving task and the NDRT [2].

Combining the trust estimation with a trust calibration method, I have developed a trust management framework, where the AV was able to communicate with the drivers, encouraging or warning them whenever they were under- or overtrusting the AV [4]. With this framework, the AV was able to identify trust miscalibrations and to influence drivers to correct their level of trust. The trust calibrator uses the output from the trust estimator, and compares that estimate with a representation of the AV’s capabilities, which changes over the specific driving contexts the AV is being operated in. Once a miscalibration is identified, the framework immediately triggers a verbal interaction from the AV to the driver, with a specific corresponding communication style and message. Those messages provide more situation awareness and a reliable risk assessment to the driver, so that they could re-calibrate their trust in the AV.

### 4 CURRENT AND FUTURE WORK

The literature on trust in HRI mostly addresses situations where the human is the trustor and the robot is the trustee, while little or no research considers the inverse. To enable seamless interactions and facilitate rapport development, both the human and the robot should be placed in both the trustor and the trustee positions. Therefore, in alignment with RQ 2, my research currently focuses on developing a bi-directional trust model that can represent both driver’s trust in the AV and the AV’s trust in the driver.

A bi-directional trust model is likely to be of fundamental importance for task allocation in human-robot teams. It mimics the team dynamics which occur when people collaborate, specifically when one teammate trusts another teammate to execute a particular set of tasks, but not others. In those situations, the trustor’s trust depends on the trustee’s capabilities. In the bi-directional trust model, those capabilities should represent the requirements for the execution of a task. For instance: what are the required cognitive, physical and sensory capabilities for driving on a well signalized dirt road in bad weather conditions? And how do those requirements change for an unsignalized dirt road in bad weather conditions? In a more general situation, those requirements may even include non-performance factors that are known to affect trust (e.g. trustee’s characteristics [19, 22]).

Defining metric spaces to represent a task by \(y\), and the agent \(a\)’s capabilities by \(\lambda^a\), the outcome \(\Omega\) of the execution of \(y\) by \(a\) can be a success (\(\Omega = 1\)) or a failure (\(\Omega = 0\)). Considering the uncertainty involved in \(\lambda^a\), trust can be computed as the probability of success when the agent \(a\) is to execute the task \(y\) [6], denoted by

\[
\tau_{y,a} = P(\Omega = 1 | y, a) = \int_{\Lambda^a} p(\Omega = 1 | y, \lambda^a) bel(\lambda^a) d\lambda.
\]  

My current work is to define Bayesian processes for dynamically updating the belief \(bel(\lambda^a)\) [24] and functions that properly represent \(p(\Omega | y, \lambda^a)\). This model could be used not only for the driver-AV context, but also for other classes of human-robot interactions.

In my future efforts, I will use this trust model for assigning tasks for members of human-robot teams, eventually enabling negotiations between humans and robots. If a robot does not trust the human to execute a task, it must at least be able to explain its reasoning. While this negotiation strategy may raise discussions about the robots’ authority, whether or not it can improve human-robot collaboration deserves a thorough investigation. Teamwork is certainly improved when team members are assigned tasks adequate to their capabilities and when other team-members trust them to execute those tasks.